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Woman dies after
being struck by car

by Lauren French
Assistant News Editor

Viktors dindzans | photo editor

City police and family members say Anh-Dao Xuan Huynh died Tuesday afternoon after being struck by a large SUV in Washington
Circle. Above, Trinh Huynh, the deceased's sister, mourns Wednesday morning at a vigil near where her sister was killed.

A 25-year-old Arlington woman
died Tuesday afternoon after being
struck by a large SUV on the southeast side of Washington Circle, family members and city police said
Wednesday.
Eyewitnesses said Anh-dao
Xuan Huynh was struck by a green
SUV Tuesday morning at around 11
a.m. near the intersection of Washington Circle and 23rd Street. Metropolitan Police Department Public
Information Officer Hugh Carew
confirmed Wednesday that Huynh
died at 2:30 p.m,, but said he did not
know the exact cause of death.
Beverly Fields, a spokeswoman
for the Office of the D.C. Medical Examiner, said she could not confirm
if the office received Huynh’s body
yesterday, but said the examiner has
the body of an unidentified female
who died from a traffic accident. She

said the body must be claimed before details like exact cause of death
are released.
Carew said police do not know
whether Huynh was walking in a
crosswalk at the time of the incident,
and said he knew of no charges being filed in the matter. The driver of
the SUV – a green GMC Yukon – is
not in custody, and the driver's name
is not being released, Carew said.
“The vehicle stayed on scene; it
was not a hit and run,” MPD Officer Kenny Bryson said Wednesday
morning.
Senior Larissa Pardo said she was
on her way to work around 11 a.m.
when she witnessed the incident.
“I thought it was a car hitting a
trash can, and I looked over and I saw
the back tires roll over this woman’s
body,” she said. “She didn’t scream
or anything, it was just me and this
other woman started screaming and

See DEATH: Page B4

GW climate GW celebrates completing service challenge
"I feel like the senior class
plan stays
is really fortunate in the
sense that they had the
on schedule
whole University’s support
by EMILY CAHN and PRIYA ANAND
Hatchet Staff Writers

by Michelle brown
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Office of Sustainability and
Climate Action Plan implementation
teams are on schedule to complete the
promised road map to make GW carbon
neutral by its deadline of May 15, a University administrator said this week.
Sophie Waskow, the stakeholder
engagement coordinator of the Office
of Sustainability, said the plan will be
unveiled April 22 at an Earth Day celebration.
“The Climate Action Plan implementation teams have made significant
progress analyzing different strategies
for reducing carbon emissions resulting
from the University’s energy and transportation activities,” Waskow said in
an e-mail. Waskow declined to provide
any additional details until the plan is
released April 22.
The University is responsible for
drafting a CAP after University President Steven Knapp signed the American College and University Presidents’
Climate Commitment in April 2008.
In the days leading up to May 15,
the implementation teams will be finalizing the written portion of the CAP,

See CLIMATE: Page B3

It’s been seven months since
first lady Michelle Obama issued
her lofty goal to the GW community: complete 100,000 hours of community service, and secure her as
Commencement speaker in May.
On Monday, the University
announced that after 205 days and
with the help of more than 3,800
GW community members, the
goal had been reached, securing
Obama as the third first lady of the
U.S. to address GW graduates in
University history.
At the White House Easter
Egg Roll Monday, Obama told The
Hatchet she had been informed that
the GW community completed her
challenge – totalling 106,945 hours
– adding that she was pleased her
challenge had been surpassed by
nearly 7,000 hours so far.
“That’s great – great job,”
Obama said. “I’m looking forward
to graduation.”
Hours for the service challenge
were completed in the D.C. region
– in local charities like Miriam’s
Kitchen – and across the globe
during trips like Alternative Winter Breaks. More than 170 students
dedicated their spring breaks to
service, traveling to places like
New Orleans and Greensburg,
Kan. to rebuild homes and schools
for those in need. Thousands of
others volunteered during the
Freshman Day of Service in September, and the Martin Luther
King Jr. Day of Service in January.
Members of the Board of
Trustees each pledged 60 hours of
service, logging more than 1,800

to get Mrs. Obama as the
Commencement speaker."
Jasmin cook
Freshman
hours for the challenge.
The University celebrated
the challenge’s completion at an
event Monday afternoon in Kogan Plaza. Hundreds of students
and many University administrators gathered to eat ice cream and
sign a banner commemorating the
achievement.
“None of us had any doubt
that we would reach this milestone and go beyond it,” University President Steven Knapp said
at the event. “We’re going to be
well past that 100,000 mark and I
look forward to greeting Michelle
Obama.”
Freshman Jasmin Cook said
she participated in the Freshman
Day of Service, the Martin Luther
King Day of Service, and traveled
to Atlanta on Alternative Winter
Break. Cook said she was happy
she could do her part to add hours
to the Obama service challenge, despite the fact that Obama will not
be her Commencement speaker.

Five seniors
sign pleas in Murdoch talks bias, future of news at Kalb Report
drug case
francis rivera | hatchet photographer

Students sign a banner commemorating the completion of the 100,000-hour
service challenge given this fall by first lady Michelle Obama.

by Reid Davenport
Hatchet Reporter

by AMY D'ONOFRIO
Assistant News Editor
All five GW students arrested during
the execution of a search warrant at their
off-campus townhouse last fall have now
signed plea deals in the case, according to
court documents.
The students, each facing separate
drug possession charges, entered guilty
pleas and were sentenced under a D.C.
law that allows their cases to be dismissed
as long as they follow the terms of their
one-year probation period.
In December, the five co-defendants –
seniors Brett Reisman, James Donoghue,
Dennis Perales, Russell Dubin, and Jared
Cobert – pled not guilty to the charges
brought against them.
On Oct. 30 Metropolitan Police
searched the seniors’ Foggy Bottom
townhouse and confiscated $1,171 in
cash, three plastic bags of a substance
that tested positive for cocaine, about 160
grams of marijuana, a scale, and plastic

See PLEA: Page B4
Invitational
Regatta
GW's men's
and women's
crew team
host annual
12-team
regatta.
• Page B6

SPORTS

Media mogul Rupert Murdoch
was on the defensive at Tuesday
night’s installment of the Kalb
Report, firing back at critics and
audience members who said Murdoch’s media empire was tainted
by a conservative bias.
Murdoch – chairman and
CEO of News Corporation, which
owns the Wall Street Journal and
FOX News Network, among other
media outlets – said the anchors
at CNN and MSNBC “tend to be
Democrats,” while the anchors at
Fox “are not Republicans.”
He said he believes The New
York Times’ coverage is skewed
to the left, saying the publication
“very clearly” has an agenda.
“You can see it in the way they
choose their stories, what they put
on page one,” Murdoch said.
He pointed to a recent story
the Times ran on President Barack
Obama’s nuclear weapons policy,
saying the Times was given the
exclusive to the story based on the

publication’s close relationship
with the Obama administration.
“Anything Mr. Obama wants,
you can see it,” Murdoch said.
“You can see it in that the White
House pays them off by feeding
them stories and so on.”
Murdoch said FOX is the most
successful of the 24-hour news networks because it employs people
on both sides of the political aisle.
“We have both sides, on our
news shows, our politics, we have
Democrats and Republicans and
Libertarians, but the other networks tend to be Democrats,”
Murdoch said. “Come on, let’s be
honest about it.”
But when presented with the
fact that Murdoch’s own FOX
News recently hired Republican
Sarah Palin and asked who from
the Democratic Party his news networks employ, Murdoch struggled
to respond.
“They are certainly there,”
Murdoch said. “Greta Van Susteren is certainly close to the Democratic Party.”
Media bias was not the only
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Being Catholic in college
Columnist Andrew Pazdon talks about his relationship with the church. • Page A4

ARTS

Boombox Walk
Music fans gathered on the National Mall to make
music in honor of cherry blossoms. • Page B1

The Hatchet
discusses why
students stay
abstinent, sexual
resources on
campus, and looks
at what happens
when sex goes
bad.• Page 6

See SERVICE: Page B3

chris gregory | assistant photo editor

Chairman and CEO of News Corporation Rupert Murdoch predicted the future
of journalism would include online paywalls and technology like iPads.
controversial topic discussed at
Tuesday night’s event, hosted by
the GW Global Media Institute.
Murdoch vowed to fight content
aggregators online from tak-

SEX ISSUE

o

ing stories and publishing them
without paying for the rights, a
practice he said infringes upon

See KALB: Page B4

NEWS
Reflecting Pool to close for two years
National Mall will undergo renovations that will
include new paved paths around the pool. • Page A5
Unpaid internships are illegal, states are saying
States like California and New York are cracking down
on the practice of using interns as free labor. • Page B2
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Dems are out-fundraising
Republicans, GW study finds

House Democrats are out-fundraising
their Republican counterparts, according
to a study released by the Campaign Finance Institute, a GW-affiliated political
think tank.
Michael Malbin, director of the Campaign Finance Institute, a bipartisan
group, said the study found that fundraising by incumbent Democrats has far
outpaced that of the Republicans running
in the November 2010 Congressional elections. Malbin also said, however, Republicans still have a chance to win big.
“The numbers will show the incumbents to be way out ahead of the challengers in the financial horse race,” the report
said.
But the Washington Post, which
wrote a story over the weekend that cited the study and said Democratic lawmakers were out-fundraising Republicans for the first time in seven election
cycles, focused too much on campaign
finances in predicting election results,
Malbin said.
“The information is there, sort of,”
Malbin said. “Incumbents are not going
to have a problem raising money. That’s
almost period, end of story. That’s not
what determines elections.”
Forrest Maltzman, chair of the department of political science, said the CFI is a
well-respected, GW-affiliated institution
that has brought a number of opportunities for GW students.
“They have brought publicity to the
campus as a highly respected bipartisan
organization,” Maltzman said. “They
have also employed graduate students
from GW on several different occasions.”
Sophomore Conor Rogers, who runs
his own political blog, The Politicizer, said
the study would be of interest to GW’s
politically active campus.
“I think it’s great that the GW-affiliated institute is doing this study,” Rogers
said in an e-mail. “I think it reflects the
fact that GW students are traditionally the
most politically-active in the country.”
Rogers weighed in on the numbers released by the study.
“The conservative money is still there,
it’s just going to different groups and candidates rather than the Republican National Committee directly, so I think the
net-effect on the midterm elections won’t
be too great,” he said. “But the Democrats
might be able to be more organized with
a well-funded Democratic National Convention.”

–Matt Rist

Viktors Dindzans | Photo editor

President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama read Dr. Seuss’ “Green Eggs and Ham” to children at the annual Easter Egg Roll at the White
House Monday afternoon. SEE SLIDESHOW ONLINE AT BLOGS.GWHATCHET.COM

Calendar
Thursday

The Business Response
to Climate Change

Habitat for
Humanity Club Night

Peanut Butter and Jelly
Drive

Saturday

Sunday

Listen to panelists
speak about green
visions for their
companies.
Jack Morton Auditorium |
12:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Drink, dance
and raise money
for Habitat for
Humanity.
Eye Bar | 8 p.m. to
12 a.m.

Make peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches to feed
the hungry with D.C.’s
Central Kitchen.
Marvin Center room 407 | 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.

Learn about various
human rights issues
through the arts with
Trafficking Free GW.
University Yard | 1 to
4 p.m.

Multimedia
Video

Univ. meets service challenge goal
Party held in Kogan Plaza to
celebrate success.

Friday

Activism Through The
Arts

H All this and more... Now at gwhatchet.com
Web extra

International lawyer speaks at law school
Allan Gerson talks about terrorism litigation
in front of student audience.

BLOG

First family hosts Easter Egg Roll
See pictures of the event online at
blogs.gwhatchet.com/newsroom
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Pulitzer Center will offer grant to selected SMPA student
Money will fund
coverage of an
ignored issue
by Jamie blynn	
Hatchet Reporter
A newly formed partnership with the Pulitzer Center
will offer one student in the
School of Media and Public
Affairs “the chance of a lifetime,” the school’s director
announced last week.
SMPA Director Frank
Sesno said the partnership
will offer a selected SMPA
student $10,000 to allow
him or her the opportunity
to travel almost anywhere in
the world to cover an underreported issue not conveyed
in mainstream U.S. media.
“A student will be able
to have the experience to
develop, pursue and report
a story from a potentially far
away and very important
part of the world,” Sesno
said of the partnership. “It
is a tremendous portfolio
opportunity and outstanding experience. I know that

Jordan Emont | hatchet photographer

One SMPA student will be awarded a $10,000 grant by the Pulitzer Center to report on an under-reported issue anywhere in the world next year.
such a thing was not available when I was in school.”
In 2009, students from
the University of North
Carolina, Ohio State University, Kent State University, and Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale
covered topics ranging from
malnutrition in central Africa, women’s rights in Bangladesh and climate change
in Copenhagen, said Ann
Peters, the Pulitzer Center’s

moved,” Sherrard said in
an e-mail. “Ceiling tiles
were replaced, or in some
cases left open to facilitate
drying. Dehumidifiers will
run on Floors 5, 6 and 7, to
be followed by any needed
housekeeping efforts.”
Some
seventh-floor
Mitchell residents said their
rooms filled with more than
2 inches of standing water.
Water was clearly present
on the sixth floor as well.
A Twitter account run by
Residential Property Management tweeted around
10:30 a.m. that students on
floors two through seven
should unplug electronics.
Students on the seventh
floor said they were woken
by the sounds of running
water.
“I heard the sound of
water flowing and woke
up,” sophomore Rachel
Eisenberg said. “I stood up
and my whole room was
flooded.”

Eisenberg said a representative from GW Housing Programs told her she
would be relocated until
her room was cleared. Other
students said they received
no warning or instructions
about entering their rooms.
“I assume after they’re
done soaking up the water
I’ll be able to get back in my
room. I’m still confused as
to what happened,” junior
Akhilesh Pillalamarri said
Monday.
Sophomore Robin Janofsky described the water as
“ankle-high” on the seventh floor and said rooms
on the sixth floor, where
she lives, had “dirty water
pouring from the ceiling.”
Students with damaged
electronics or property
were provided with reimbursement forms, Sherrard
said. If students still need
the forms, Sherrard said
they should call 202-9941116. u

director of development and
outreach. GW is one of more
than a half dozen schools
partnering with the Pulitzer
Center. The group is called
the Campus Consortium.
“Their work takes them

significantly farther than
they expect. It is all part of a
larger framework of increasing the quality and quantity
of unreported global issues,”
Peters said of the selected
students.
Sesno, who said he has
been looking to build key
partnerships for students
to benefit from, added that,
“Pulitzer brings both the
substance and the stature
that sets SMPA apart, providing an opportunity for
remarkable prestige and
profile while incorporating
the level of excellence and
opportunity that represents
what SMPA is all about.”
Accepted students take
part in broadcasting global
concerns to American audiences in a variety of forms,
learning how to project a
story on a multitude of platforms, Peters said. She added that the participants have
taken stories and developed
them into videos distributed
globally via the Internet and
networks like the Public
Broadcasting Service.
Students who have already had their opportunity
with Campus Consortium
have noted that it was a

“great way to take the issue
in their own hands and dig
deeper into it,” Peters said.
By treating the student
in the same respect as they
do their own journalists, Pulitzer helps launch the student’s professional career,
giving him or her significant experience in the field
of journalism, Peters added.
Students must pitch their
own story and craft that
story through the lens of a
professional.
“I was a journalism student and worked for my
college newspaper, but at
the same time moving from
the school to professional
journalism is a leap that we
must make as journalists,
and we hope to help students benefit in doing so,”
Peters said.
Aside from GW’s partnership with the Pulitzer
Center, the University has
another tie to the organization. Alumnus Anders Gyllenhaal, a former Hatchet
editor in chief, is the chair of
the Pulitzer Prize Center’s
board, leading the committee that chooses the winners
of the Pulitzer Prize in journalism every year. u

Leak in Mitchell Hall floods rooms on sixth, seventh floors
Flood was caused
by hole in air
conditioning line
by Priya Anand
Hatchet Staff Writer
A water leak caused by
a hole in a heating, ventilating and air conditioning
supply line caused rooms
on the seventh and sixth
floors of Mitchell Hall to
fill with water Monday
morning, a University official said.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
the flood was stabilized
within 30 minutes of students reporting the problem.
“Students in rooms that
experienced water damage
declined relocation since
the water was quickly re-

becky crowder | hatchet photographer

A GW Facilities Management worker vacuums up the water caused by a flood Monday morning. Some
seventh-floor rooms were filled with more than two inches of water.
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Staff Editorial
More support for those
who serve
On Sunday, May 16, the GW class of
2010 will become the third graduating
class at GW to hear a first lady speak at
Commencement – but they will be the
first graduates to have worked specifically for that honor. Perhaps the biggest
story of this academic year has been Michelle Obama’s service challenge to the
GW community, and having admirably
surpassed the goal of 100,000 hours well
before the May 1 deadline, GW’s commitment to service is in many ways both
permeating and unambiguous. While
this perception correctly applies to much
of the GW community and the service
challenge, we are disappointed that on
more than one occasion throughout the
challenge, the University’s actions did
not match its expressed strong support
for community service.
Most recently, we take issue with the
way the public was informed of GW’s
completion of the challenge. The first
opportunity students had to learn that

These students put their time
and energy toward meeting the
challenge, and they deserved to
be the first to know their efforts
had earned the honor of hearing
Michelle Obama speak.
the goal had been met came late Sunday night through an article published
by The Washington Post. While we understand that the University needs to
promote its activities and successes, we
feel that information as important as
this should have been shared first with
the many students who put in a great
deal of effort to reach the goal. These
students put their time and energy toward meeting the challenge, and they
deserved to be the first to know their
efforts had earned the honor of hearing
Michelle Obama speak at Commencement.
The University also could improve
its financial support of at least part of
its service community. The Alternative
Breaks Program, an organization run
largely out of the Office of Community
Service, is arguably the most successful
and high profile of all service programs
at GW, and both the Post article and GW
Today cited alternative spring break
programs as examples of GW’s community service projects.
Yet according to multiple individuals highly involved with the program
interviewed by The Hatchet’s editorial board, the organization is in debt.
They explained that aside from a bit
of funding from GW's Public Service
Grant Commission, the breaks program
receives little money from the University that does not have to be eventually
paid back. We interpret this as a lack of
support from the same school that touts
these students’ accomplishments. GW
should be more serious about supporting these groups, and provide direct
subsidies to alleviate the financial burden these students face. Full disclosure:
Three members of The Hatchet’s editorial board are involved with the program.
These concerns echo those from earlier in the year surrounding the Martin
Luther King Jr. Day of Service. Some
participants complained that much of
the day was scheduled around speeches, when time could have been better
spent doing service. Though this claim
was contested in a letter to the editor, it
is disheartening to feel that the University has at times focused on creating the
image of an emphasis on community
service, rather than working to effectively execute the service.
Of course, the work the GW community did to achieve the goal of 100,000
hours of community service is not to
be overshadowed by these issues. We
congratulate the University on reaching
Obama’s goal, and hope that in the future, additional support – both financial
and otherwise – will be shown to those
performing service.

Quotable

"They don't take the time to
know the contents, rather than
the container."
Ogechi Ajaegbu, a senior, on the
way many people jump into physical
connections.
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GWYAF: We aim to expand dialogue
Goal is not to provoke controversy

A

s Matt Ingoglia freely admits in his ans have a right to live as they choose. They
March 29 column, he did not attend don’t have the right to redefine marriage for
our celebration of traditional mar- all of us. If medical proxies aren’t working,
riage in Kogan Plaza last week, nor did let’s fix that problem. If people need health
he attend the protest of our event held by care, let’s get them health care. Don’t mess
members of a so-called student group, “Stu- with marriage. This is what we attempted
dents for Marriage Equality.”
to articulate with the event, and it is to the
Perhaps this is why Ingoglia makes detriment of expanding dialogue on this
many untrue assumptions concerning the campus that we were confronted by a mob
event, our motives or
instead of engaged in
GWYAF in general.
conversation.
Travis Korson & Joe Naron
Through casting accuFurthermore, Insations, Ingoglia demgoglia accuses us of
onstrates the wider
being “unnecessarily
problems of liberalism at GW: an unwill- confrontational” with our pro-life Cemingness to acknowledge ideas other than its etery of Innocents event held earlier in the
own, and when confronted with these ideas, semester, as well as with other initiatives
a tendency to try and shout them down.
GWYAF organizes. We neither attempt to
As far as the traditional marriage event confront nor stoke controversy for its own
is concerned, we did not set out to force an sake. Rather, our goal is to expand dialogue
opinion down anyone’s throat, as Ingoglia on issues confronting our generation, and
claims. Conservatives, for the most part, do we will never apologize to students who
not view marriage as an institution of the are offended by our mere presence on camstate, but rather as an institution of religion. pus. We do not preach an ideology and reAs far as the state has converted marriage quire everyone to conform to it. Our misinto an institution, we believe that the long- sion has always been to engage through
standing tradition of marriage as the foun- ideas and not enforce prejudices.
dation of the family should not be disruptWhether it is a field of flags or crosses,
ed. A child should not be denied the right to or hosting speakers or a demonstration, our
be raised by both a mother and a father.
goal is never to provoke controversy, but
Our basic premise is this: Gays and lesbi- rather to begin a discussion. When we came

out in opposition to the first lady’s service
initiative, we wanted the community to
question the proper role of community service, as we felt it is something that should
be done for the benefit of the community
alone and not a quid pro quo for a GW Commencement speaker. When we place flags or
crosses in memory of the victims of terrorism or abortion, we want the community to
begin to think about policy as it affects human beings, instead of as an imaginary freedom of choice or your anti-war stance. We
have never set out to immediately change
someone’s mind or simply demonstrate that
we exist. We want to begin a conversation in
the pages of this paper, or in classrooms, or
with a friend. We want to discuss the state
society will be left in if we continue to abort
children, make the family into a civil rights
crusade, or become indiligent in the face of
Islamic extremism.
What deeply disturbs us is the willingness of individuals such as Ingoglia and
others like him to admonish us as poisonous and cast us aside as bigots, refusing to
discuss seriously the issues we raise, turning to the comfort of closed minds in lieu of
a critical reevaluation of belief.
The writers, Travis Korson and Joe Naron,
are GWYAF's president and director of press,
respectively.

GW needs to sweat the small stuff

I

often fear for my life as I quently used to cut through the
embarrassingly teeter on the area and therefore demands
stones outside Funger and attention. By rebuilding the
Duques. I feel like I am going pathways to flatten them out,
to fall through the earth. This is traffic through U-Yard would
not okay.
flow easily, rain
Most of the
or shine.
University’s issues
Besides
the
Kelsey Rohwer
brought up by GW
"oceans" in Unistudents and The
versity Yard, there
Columnist
Hatchet are subis the threat of
stantial and take
“earthquakes” in
some time to fix. But in the front of Funger Hall. The area
midst of these demanding is- outside Funger is very sensitive
sues is the “small stuff" - those to walking; one misplaced step
little annoying problems such and the stones become seesaws.
as the seesawing sidewalks GW has cordoned off the area
near Funger and the oceans with tape, but with tour season
(well, large pools of water) that in full swing, prospective stuform most inconveniently in dents continue to see an area
University Yard. This and other in disrepair. It’s not a tecproblems continue to exist, but tonic plate; it’s
are easily fixable, and are there- a
sidefore worth addressing
now.
Most of the
small issues are out
in the open, noticeable to prospective students, and puts GW in a
poor light.
Take, for example,
the University Yard
“ocean.” Every time it rains,
walk, and the
no matter the amount, pools of University should es- tablish
water form barricades on the this and support the stones to
already uneven brick pathway make it more walker-friendly.
and flood the grass. Navigating
Another such issue is elevathrough these swampy trench- tor maintenance on campus. Eles is terribly inconvenient, evator outages are a constistent
especially at a school where problem – even prompting an
walking is the main mode of apology from the University in
transportation. The yard is fre- the case of South Hall. Imagine

a tour piling into a Thurston
Hall elevator and upon pressing the number seven, nothing
happens. No glowing orange
circle, no indication that the
button has been pressed. Waiting on broken elevators, or seeing a lack of basic maintenance,
is a visible sign the University
is not in

should have taken care of by
now. And yet, the puddles,
stones and elevators continue
to annoy students on a daily
basis. Perhaps the University
is too focused on the expensive
and long-term issues, and so
the little ones slip through the
cracks.
Everything addressed requires a “quick-fix” and
would make the University an overall more
enjoyable, safer environment. The larger
problems of the University require a large
amount of time and
money. In comparison,
these smaller issues are relatively inexpensive, and would
have a lasting beneficial
impact on our

good repair. Is this what GW
wants prospective students to
take away from their visit?
The fact that these issues
have gone unaddressed is embarrassing. At the very least,
these problems present basic
safety issues the University

campus. The
University would profit from
these changes, as both the student body and prospective students would be better off.
-The writer, a freshman
majoring in journalism, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Being Catholic in college
My faith has been tested, yet strengthened by my time on campus

G

rowing up in the woods of New ultimately missing from my religious and
Hampshire, the thought never spiritual life. It wasn’t until I actually left
crossed my adolescent mind that home and came to D.C. that my faith really
fasting, constructing advent wreathes from felt reaffirmed.
moss and pine trees in my backyard, spendI didn’t think my faith would be
ing hours in Church, and various other strengthened in college. When I thought
Catholic
customs
of college, I thought
(with a hearty dose
Sunday
morning
Andrew Pazdon
of Polish folk cuswas for nursing
toms) were not norheadaches, not for
Columnist
mal.
Mass. I do not know
That didn’t mean
for certain what
I didn’t dread sitchanged inside of
ting through Mass every week. But now me. But perhaps it was the everyday freethat dread is gone and, in the midst of dom that allows for sleeping in and drinkmy 20-something partying years, it’s very ing that allowed me to feel on my own, in
likely you will find me every Sunday at the a no-pressure venue, the comfort of faith.
Cathedral of Saint Matthew the Apostle.
Yeah, I’d like to sleep in sometimes, but I
My faith and relationship with the feel better when I act on my faith instead.
Catholic Church have evolved, been tested
I’ve even found I’m not the only GW
and, in the end, been strengthened. Today, student who gets up early on the weekI am just as likely to tell people I am Cath- end to spend some time with Jesus Christ.
olic as I am a Polish-American from New There are a number of fellow Catholics I
Hampshire. I am proud of both my heri- have come across who are also deeply retage and my faith.
ligious, yet manage to lead normal college
I didn’t grow up in the Roman Catho- lives filled with partying, college hook-ups
lic Church, but rather in a sect of the Old and hours spent Facebook-stalking instead
Catholic Church called the Polish National of deep in prayer.
Catholic Church. Despite this, and now in a
I found that faith of any kind does not
time during which Roman Catholic Church have to be forsaken in college, even in a
pews are being deserted, I have found a re- bastion of liberalism and free thinking that
awakening of my relationship with God.
is GW. If anything, being at GW and colThrough much of high school I was, re- lege in general has taught me that my faith
ligiously, a lamb that had wandered astray doesn’t have to be all or nothing. I can be a
from the herd. I challenged my childhood Democrat and a Catholic. And I can party
religion. I considered my options, includ- as hearty as anyone else and still be Cathoing agnosticism, Islam and other Christian lic. I can lead a normal life, enjoying the
denominations. But I knew something was pleasures the world has to offer, while si-

multaneously fulfilling a spiritual and religious yearning.
It’s not an easy time to be a Catholic.
The strength of the church has been tested
at the same time the strength of my faith
has. Back home, the clergy abuse scandal
is local and hard-hitting. Many of the early
allegations, settlements and incarcerations
happened in New England towns not far
or different from mine. These unimaginably horrible actions caused many of my
hometown friends and their families to
vacate the church. I certainly don’t blame
them. But as an original outsider who came
back into the flock, I have looked past these
heinous acts and missteps by the church to
find comfort and joy.
This disease of abuse by clergy and the
subsequent cover-ups has now spread to infect the church’s communicants all over the
world. But this situation does not spell out
the fall of the church. Rather, the church is
now forced to seriously, unequivocally and
firmly address structural problems. The
current tenuous situation can become an
opportunity for the church and its leaders
to refocus on tending to the herd, so that
everyone who wants to can find same comfort that I have found.
Life is full of ups and downs, but that
is an integral part of the journey. My questioning of my own faith before and during
college has helped to cement my commitment to it. I have faith too that my church
will heal and many will once again heed
the trumpet call.
-The writer, a junior majoring in international affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Good Stuff Eatery plans to open pizza restaurant
Owners also hope
to expand to other
parts of D.C.
by Maryann Tadros
Hatchet Reporter
Good Stuff Eatery – a
restaurant known for its
handmade burgers, fries and
milkshakes – will soon open
a new restaurant. The owners also plan to expand within the next year to different
parts of the District that may
include Foggy Bottom.
The new venture, called
We the Pizza, will be located
next door to Good Stuff’s
current location near Capitol
Hill. Future Good Stuff locations are still in the planning
stages.
“We the Pizza is opening up early May. It will be
New York-stylish pizza. All
the ingredients will be very
seasonal and fresh,” said Michael Colletti, one of Good
Stuff's top chefs.
He and Spike Mendelsohn, a former contestant on
Bravo’s Top Chef Chicago,

Viktors dindzans | photo editor

Spike Mendelsohn, a former Top Chef contestant and co-owner of Good Stuff Eatery, prepares orders at
Good Stuff Eatery Wednesday afternoon.
opened Good Stuff Eatery
in 2008. Mendelsohn can often be seen at the restaurant
serving up burgers in his signature fedora.
Mendelsohn's family is
very active in the business.

His mother, Catherine Mendelsohn, is director of operations for Good Stuff.
She said the We the Pizza
concept cost more than $1
million, and the restaurant
occupies 5,000 square feet.

“It is a collaborative effort
from the Sunny Side Group,”
Catherine Mendelsohn said,
referencing the team that
owns both restaurants.
“We are very passionate about great food and the

power of community and the
freshness of our local ingredients… We are very involved
in charitable organizations in
our community and they will
be very prevalent in our restaurant,” she said.
Those groups include the
D.C. Central Kitchen, Kipp
Academy, first lady Michelle
Obama’s Let’s Move initiative combating childhood
obesity, VSA Arts, and Horton’s Kids.
“Through our restaurant we want to bring more
awareness to [these organizations] and generally to the
concept of 'we,' which is the
community-minded spirit,”
Catherine Mendelsohn said.
Although the group said
their plan to expand Good
Stuff Eatery in a new location is still in the early stages, they are looking to put
the restaurant in different
areas of the city, including
Bethesda, Foggy Bottom and
Dupont Circle.
“We want to expand and
bring healthy comfort food
to different neighborhoods
across America,” said Micheline Mendelsohn, director
of marketing at Good Stuff
Eatery and Spike Mendel-

sohn's sister.
“People love the concept
and we have a lot of customers from all over the area. I
think that they would enjoy
having our restaurant closer
to them,” she added.
Despite Good Stuff's
counter service and reasonable prices, Catherine Mendelsohn said the food is of a
high quality.
“We do quick-service restaurants, but we do it with all
high-end chefs. I think that is
what is very distinctive of
our restaurant group,” Catherine said.
Colletti first met Spike
Mendelsohn at LeCirque,
a high-end restaurant in
France.
“We work very well together. We moved down
here two summers ago and
opened up Good Stuff Eatery,” Colletti said.
“We are two very experienced guys. We have worked
in fine dining restaurants our
whole lives and it is cool that
we work now in a restaurant that gives people food
they can afford every day. It
is very hip, casual food. We
want to give casual food a
high-end touch,” he said. u

Reflecting Pool to undergo planned renovations next fall

Construction
could last for up
to two years
by Amy D'Onofrio
Assistant News Editor
The National Mall’s Reflecting Pool will close for up
to two years for renovations
after the National Capital
Planning Commission approved plans April 1 to rehabilitate the area surrounding
the Lincoln Memorial.
The dirt pathways surrounding the pool will be replaced with a paved 13-foot
perimeter and the pool’s water will come from the Tidal
Basin, rather than D.C. city
water, according to National
Park Service plans. The Reflecting Pool has been the

site of dozens of famous moments, including the Million
Man March and scenes from
the movie Forrest Gump.
Bill Line, an NPS spokesman, said the project will cost
$30.5 million, making it one
of the bigger endeavors funded by federal stimulus funds
from the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act.
With approval from the
NCPC and the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts secured,
Line said the project is now
in the contracting phase.
Contractors can submit bids
for the project in the coming
months. Once the contract
is awarded, construction is
expected to start in early or
mid-October.
The project will install a
new water system, similar to
that of a swimming pool, so
there will no longer be stagnant water in the Reflecting
Pool.

Above: Image courtesy of the National Capital Planning Commission
Left: Poppy Lynch | Hatchet Photographer

Above: An artistic rendering of the planned Reflecting Pool
renovations. Left: Visitors enjoy the Lincoln Memorial Wednesday.
Line said the Reflecting
Pool was built between 1928
and 1930, and he called the
pool “largely a bathtub,” noting that water does not circulate.
Updates
to
lighting,
benches and trash containers
are expected to be made on
the outer sides of the walks,

according to plans. The National Park Service also proposed adding 30-inch high
retaining walls and 36-inch
tall bollards – short vertical
posts – as part of the plans
for the area.
Line said the bollards will
be rearranged during the renovation, but will stay a secu-

rity feature. The black posts
keep cars from driving onto
the closed portion of Lincoln
Memorial Circle and through
to the monuments.
Two new, handicap-accessible paths were also approved to connect the pool
with Lincoln Memorial Circle.

Beyond the Reflecting
Pool, the plans call to repave
The Elm Walks, which are
located by the World War II
Memorial and run parallel to
the Reflecting Pool, continuing to 17th Street, NW. Permanent lighting will be installed along these pathways,
Line said. u
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Culture can challenge foreign students

by Melissa tUrley
Hatchet Reporter
If living at home, Bangladesh native Refayat Haque would not see unmarried men and
women publicly holding hands.
It’s forbidden. But in America and at GW,
the taboos around sex dissimilate, Haque said,
giving students from other countries new perspectives on sex and relationships.
“Sex is very taboo and sex before marriage
is even worse. Almost everyone is Muslim and
they aren’t supposed to have premarital sex,“
Haque said of his home.
With scantily clad men and women on television and couples engaging in public displays
of affection in plain sight, the sex culture at
Western colleges and universities can challenge
the beliefs of international students. In a study
on Asian students adjusting to college life in the
U.S., Dr. Jun-Chih Gisela of Texas A&M said a
lack of familiarity with American customs and
culture can sometimes cause international students to feel isolated.
“Many Asian international students feel uncomfortable with the individualism and competitiveness associated with the American culture, “ Dr. Lin said in her study.
But for Haque and other international students interviewed, America’s sexual culture
was less of a shock because they attended international boarding schools before college.
Haque’s experiences freshman year led him

to the conclusion that certain values held by college students weren’t for him.
“I realized what situations were good for
me and what’s not. My morals and ethics are
still how they were at home,” he said. “It wasn’t
hard to adjust, but [it was] a bit weird.”
Faisal Rahimi, a student born in Fairfax who
is ethnically Afghan, said he feels that Middle
Eastern views, especially the views of Afghanistan’s government, are often closed-minded.
Women are not treated equally and are often
barred from positions of power, something very
different from GW.
“GW is the total opposite of Afghanistan.
The culture differs because here you have more
freedom,” Rahimi said. ”If the government
finds out you’re gay, they will kill you. If you’re
straight, you are prohibited from even holding
hands in public if you aren’t married.”
Rahimi, who is a co-president of the Afghan
Student Association, said he often sees members of his organization go through adjustments
at GW.
Kaichen Zhang, a sophomore from China,
said she believes American students rush in and
out of relationships much easier at GW than in
China.
"It’s like if A and B like each other, then they
got into a relationship. If they didn't match, they
break up,” Zhang said. “However, in China,
people don’t easily get into relationships. My
observations here have a lot of things to do with
the social norm, or the culture in the U.S.” u

College-aged students are often
steaming with questions about sex.
How to do it? How to be safe? And
what happens when something goes
wrong?
While this article won’t address
the “how to” – we have sex columnists
for that – it will give students a look
at different sex resources on campus,
from where to get tested to what to do
if you have questions about sexuality.

If you think you have an STD:

Michelle Rattinger | assistant photo editor

Sophomore Refayat Haque said the sex culture at
GW is more free then in Bangladesh, where he is
from.

Waiting for Mr. or Mrs. Forever

Some students say abstinence creates lasting bonds, better romance
by Jennifer tchinnosian
Hatchet Reporter
When she is out on dates, senior Ogechi Ajaegbu is bubbly and enthusiastic, admired for her
eager personality and kind attitude. Some of her
favorite activities with prospective boyfriends,
she says, include chatting, going to dinner, walking around, and looking at the stars.
But when the evening comes to an end, she
and her date say goodnight and part ways –
without a kiss and without spending the night.
Ajaegbu is one of a group of students at GW
who have committed to abstaining from sex.
Having never been kissed, she hopes to reserve
such romance for the person she will spend the
rest of her life with. In the meantime, waiting to
have sex presents her with the opportunity to
better connect with a date on an emotional level.
“I feel like most people jump into the physical connection and lose the time to get to know
each other emotionally. They don’t take the time
to know the contents rather than the container,”
Ajaegbu says.
While abstinent students are not always the
norm on college campuses across the United
States, they remain a notable minority. According
to a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
study, out of the 39 percent of women who entered their freshman year as virgins, 31 percent
abstained from sex through their senior year.
Senior Matt Shoemaker, who has also chosen
to abstain, said he believes that deferring sex until marriage is intimately related to the concept of
love itself.
“If you commit to this sort of lifestyle, you
can achieve it,” says Shoemaker, who cited the
conflict between his former girlfriend’s desire to
have sex and his Catholic faith as an insurmountable problem for their relationship. “I think it
comes down to understanding what the actual
purpose of love is.”
Junior Andrew Buonopane said he abstains
because, in his mind, sex is too often connected

Let's talk
about

SEX

surable constitutes
a childish approach to life. Instead, there must
be a commitment
to go along with
the physical relationship.
There are also
other
practical
reasons to abstain,
says junior Leticia
Tientcheu. Tientcheu said she chose
not to have sex at a
younger age when
her peers were getOgechi Ajaegbu
ting pregnant or
contracting sexuSenior
ally transmitted
diseases – even
when they attempted to protect themselves. She
said she is happy not to be in the positions some
of her friends have found themselves in.
“It's not the case for everyone, but I am glad I
am not in their shoes and happy I did not let myself be pressured into having sex,” she said.
Some may argue it is important to test the
sexual waters before getting married, but Ajaegbu believes that where true love exists, both
partners will work toward a healthy sexual relationship once they are married. Even so, she said
it is important to discuss these kinds of issues as
soon as a relationship starts.
“The key is talking about ways that [two people] will conquer temptation together rather than
just going with the flow, because it might seem
like everybody’s doing it and you don’t stop to
think,” she said.
As for the waiting, Ajaegbu says the anticipation can only result in a more positive experience
once that special moment arrives. “It’s a lot of
work but it’s worth it, because then you appreciate it more.” u

"I feel like most
people jump into
the physical
connection and
lose the time to get
to know each other
emotionally."

michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor

Matt Shoemaker pledged to stay abstinent until marriage. The senior said his faith influenced his decision.

with exploitation and ill treatment.
“Sex has a procreative function, it’s the greatest form of love that two people can experience,”
Buonopane says. “In our society, sex has been
used to express either lesser love, temporary affectionate feelings or a means to an end, a way to
just feel good.”
For him, having sex solely because it is plea-

GW offers condoms,
care, counseling
for students

Last week, the Student Health Service
offered free HIV and reduced-cost gonorrhea and chlamydia tests for students. SHS
annually offers testing for sexually transmitted infections in the Marvin Center and
also provides testing at its offices by appointment.
The office is part of a network of resource centers – including the University
Counseling Center, the LGBT Resource
Center and the University Police Department – that students can go to with their sex
issues.

If you are a victim of sexual assault:
Associate Director of SHS Susan Haney
said the office refers students to the UCC or
to sexual assault nurse examiners when students report sexual assault.
“We do provide initial counseling
and then refer [students] to the University
Counseling Center or mental health professionals in the community,” Haney said.
Erin Harpine, UPD coordinator for Victims Services and Educational Initiatives,
said she works with survivors of violence to
help them better understand “the medical,
reporting and legal options, and resources
and referrals for a client reporting an incident.”

If you are confused about your
sexual relationships or sexuality:

Besides providing therapy for victims
of sexual assault, the University Counseling Center offers help with “difficulties [in]
sexual relationships,” psychiatrist Gretchen
Wilber said.
Wilber said she consults regularly with
other GW agencies to “discuss current student trends and alternative ways of meeting students' needs on campus.”
Freshmen can also turn to house proctors, who have been extensively trained
in many topics including “health, sexual
health and identity,” GW Housing Programs House Life Program Director Andrew Goretsky said.
Incoming house proctors attend a resource fair where GW offices offer training
to deal with sex issues. Proctors are also
given an idea of the resources available and
supplied with condoms by the University
for residents to use.
For students who are afraid to go to the
University with their sexuality questions,
student groups like Allied in Pride provide
educational and informational sessions for
students.
“We work very intimately with every
department in GW,” Allied President Michael Komo said.

–Gabrielle Marush

When bad sex happens to good people
The Hatchet's resident sexperts share their less-than-stellar bedroom tales

Sometimes sex can be bad. the middle of the night by the guy
I’m not talking about broken con- you’re sleeping with for round two
doms or “bad girl” role play. I'm is incredibly sexy, I couldn’t help
talking about the times when you but internally groan when I woke
bury your face into the pillow and up to Energizer Bunny’s erection
hope he will just orgasm already pressed against my back. Decidbecause it’s dragged on way too ing against my better judgment, I
long.
gave him a second go-around. AfThe first night I
ter all, practice does
slept with the Enermake perfect, right?
Layla
gizer Bunny, we got
But sadly, the Enback to his place and
ergizer Bunny killed
Female
instantly headed for
the mood from the
the bedroom, barely
start, excitedly pourSex Columnist
stopping to take off
ing so much lube out
our clothes. But little
of the bottle that I felt
did I know excitement was about like I had just gone swimming in a
to change into exasperation. At bed of oil, wax and sweat. And if
first the sex was enjoyable, but you’ve never tried such ridiculous
then it just kept going and going positions featured in the magaand going. And after a while the zine Cosmopolitan - such as the
guy was dripping sweat onto me “Passion Pretzel” or the “Torrid
with every thrust. Sex in the rain Triangle” - then keep it that way.
might be hot, I thought, but get- I didn’t think people actually took
ting a shower from my partner’s the magazine seriously, but the
body is not.
Energizer Bunny did, wanting to
After what seemed like hours, show off his knowledge of every
the Energizer Bunny finally move possible, a few of which had
reached his climax, and I passed to be fictional.
out – relieved but sore. To my
I’m all about trying new things,
amazement, though, my guy was but the constant changing of postill up for extra innings. And sitions made me feel like I was
while I think getting woken up in in a ballet class gone wrong. We

should have taken the hint when
the condom kept slipping off from
all of the excess lube. And even
though I consider myself a professional when it comes to escaping
awkward situations, I struggled to
make up an excuse to leave in the
middle of the disastrous sex I was
experiencing. Especially before
sunrise.
Bad sex: 2; Layla: 0.
Things with the Energizer
Bunny might not have worked out
for me, but I know there is a girl
out there who will appreciate his
long-lasting abilities and sweaty
showers. Sex is an important part
of any intimate relationship; if the
sex isn’t good, everything else goes
downhill, too. Some people say
you can tell if your guy is going
to break up with you if you stop
having sex. I believe it. Getting rid
of the physical connection makes
breaking that bond a lot easier.
I can only imagine the Energizer Bunny, out there somewhere,
charging his batteries for the next
round. As for me, I’ve moved on
to a new guy named Chaucer. I
think his superb attention to detail
on fine works of literature will suit
me perfectly. u

On weekends when darkness falls,
One Thursday evening out, I spotstudents' hands are constantly on elec- ted Number One outside a club. She
tronic devices searching for someone had texted me earlier saying she was
to spend the night with. With text mes- tired and wanted to leave soon, which I
sages, BBMs, Facebook chat, or even interpreted to mean that she wanted to
two-way pagers, everyone has their go home and get tangled in the sheets.
own method of contacting Mr. or Ms. I can’t say I wasn’t pumped, until I
Right Now. But take a lesson from walked inside and saw my Number
those who have learned
One all over a random –
the hard way: Sometimes
at least to me – guy in an
Mr. Jones
it is beneficial to slow
Ed Hardy T-shirt.
things down.
I don’t fashion myself
Male
Last semester I was
as an emotional guy. But
fortunate enough to be
I was annoyed, to say the
Sex Columnist
presented with a number
least. Leaving the scene
of sexual opportunities.
in a cab alone, I realized
A new freshman looking for her first I had never anticipated Number One
college fling and some more experi- would get with someone else. I had
enced seniors were all finding things been thinking of girls like On-Demand
they liked in me. The opportunity was television – there when I wanted them
bewildering – I was being offered sex, and otherwise just waiting around for
no strings attached, from girls whose me to call. But that is simply not the
paths would never cross.
case, as I found out all too well.
If you had told me then that there
In the end, when it comes to potenwas such a thing as too much sex, I tial hook-up situations, girls have just
would have hastily denied it. That is, as much control as boys. They are not
until I realized, maybe I’m just a bit sitting at home waiting for a call. And
more naive than I thought. Through- a “sure thing” may have three more
out my escapades it never occurred to sure things waiting around for her. So
me that the girls on my booty call list do yourself a favor and talk to your pocould be using me as well, that the girl tential partner. You don’t have to put a
I call Number One might have a list of ring on her finger, but you do have to
her own.
communicate. u
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Check out the
Fishbowl open
mic night Friday
at 7 p.m.

Check this
out...

Enjoy sincere, fun indie
rock from Ted Leo and
the Pharmacists at the
9:30 Club Thursday.

H

Done and Done, an all-day
music festival, is happening
Saturday in the Mt. Pleasant
area. Tickets are $12.

QuickTakes...
The Hatchet looks at Fang
Island's debut and reviews The
Extraordinaires' MACRoCk set
The
Extraordinaires at
MACRoCk

Ashley-Lynn Goldstein | Hatchet photographer

Music fans and warm weather enthusiasts alike gathered on the Mall Saturday for the Cherry Blossom Boombox Walk, an event that featured an
original composition written by local musicians.

A walk on the wild side

Local bands host a boombox walk as part of the National Cherry Blossom Festival
by Kendra Poole
Hatchet Reporter
D.C. band Bluebrain and blog
ReadysetDC hosted the Cherry Blossom
Boombox Walk this past Saturday, asking people to bring boomboxes to the
National Mall to add some music to the
annual cherry blossom festival.
About 100 people gathered at the carousel on the National Mall, where they
were supplied with cassette tapes containing parts of a song written by – and
intended to promote – local musicians.
“We put all the tracks on different
tapes, so all of you guys are holding a
part of that bigger performance. Together we are all going to press play at the
same time,” Bluebrain’s Ryan Holladay
said to the participants.
The song began with soft electronic
music, and the group began parading toward the Washington Monument, turning heads and trampling picnics and
kite-flyers in the process.
“We’re going to be in a lot of tourists’
photos,” said D.C. resident Dan Miller,
a writer who said he participated in last
year’s walk in Dupont Circle.
Bluebrain and ReadysetDC, a D.C.based culture and arts blog, invited artists like Chad Clark from Beauty Pill, Animal Collective’s Brian Weitz, indie-folk

act Maureen Andary, DJ Will Eastman, box walk through Facebook.
and Sockets Records' head Sean Peoples
“For me, it was just about walking
to submit short, three-to-five minute around with a boombox in beautiful
songs. Brothers Ryan and Hays Holla- weather,” he said.
day, who make up the duo Bluebrain,
The music was mainly electronic,
put the tracks together
although the tones and
and produced a 41-minvoices varied as the piece
ute final composition.
progressed.
“Everybody worked
Hays Holladay said
separately, so it was a
going up the ramp to the
string of different piecWWII Memorial was his
es,” Ryan Holladay said
favorite part of the walk.
before adding, “It’s re“I think [the sound]
ally fun to write music
was reflecting off the
for something weird like
stone. It wasn’t as loud in
this.”
the open as it was there,
Ryan Holladay
And it was weird.
so there it really was just
Tourist Raul Abreu said
rich.”
Musician
the group confused him.
Bluebrain was in“I didn’t know what
troduced to the idea of
they were, if they were
a boombox walk when
advocating for something,” he said. “But Ryan Holladay attended a similar
you couldn’t miss them. They really event, coordinated by composer Phil
caught our attention.”
Kline, in New York City. Ryan called
Gena Gora, a first-year GW medical it “a cool kind of alternative concert
student, said she received a Facebook in- experience” and set out to recreate the
vitation and thought the event sounded scene in D.C.
like fun.
Hays Holladay said the walk pro“I like music. I like good weather. vided a totally different way to listen to
And here, the two go hand-in-hand,” music.
she said.
“This was a great time,” he said. “It
Alex Mazer, an American graduate, was great to have other artists contribute
said he also found out about the boom- to it.” u

"It's really fun to write
music for something
weird like this."

Balancing
grades and gigs

Student devotes weekends to guitar solos
and concert dates
by Shaeera Tariq	
Hatchet Staff Writer
Freshman Travis Lyon,
lead guitarist for the quintet
called The Quincy Mumford
Band, has a full plate this
year.
Lyon is a full-time student at GW, but he also tours
up and down the East Coast
with the band.
“Music takes up more of
my time than I realize,” he
said. “It’s my favorite thing
in the world to do.”
Aside from Lyon, the
members of the reggae, soul
and jam band-influenced
Quincy Mumford Band reside in New Jersey. Although
he doesn’t rehearse with the
group during the week, his
weekends often consist of
back-to-back gigs, late-night
train rides and sleep deprivation.
“I’m not a genius, but I
have a good memory” that
allows him to balance school
work and band practice, he
said.
Since Lyon isn’t able to
play during the week, the
band has an alternate gui-

"Music takes up more
of my time than I
realize."
Travis Lyon
Student and Guitarist
tarist to fill in for local gigs.
This summer, however, the
band will tour continuously
for two weeks along the East
Coast and has applied to play
at SXSW music festival.
Lyon started playing
with the group after hearing
about the need for a guitarist through a friend of the
band's. He auditioned “informally” and got the job.
“It all worked out for
me,” he said.
Lyon plans on majoring
in history or American studies, but hopes to play music
full time after he graduates.
“I honestly won’t be happy any other way,” he said. u

FiveTenTwenty

Michelle Rattinger | Assistant Photo Editor

Books and bands: Travis Lyon is both a full-time student and lead guitarist
in New Jersey-based The Quincy Mumford Band.

This past weekend, just two hours
south of D.C., 50some bands took
Harrisonburg, Va. by storm for The Mid-Atlantic College Radio Conference, better known
as MACRoCk. The gathering, though, offered
little on conference and lots on music and
cheap beer. And while every band absolutely
rocked, one in particular stood out: The Extraordinaires.
This highly theatrical Philly-based band
played an intense MACRoCk set high on energy, fun and skill. Even cynical hipsters couldn’t
stop themselves from moving to the grooves,
which offered something for everyone. The
group’s influences seem to range from punk
roll and indie folk to ska and good old rock
and roll.
The lead guitarist tore up Hendrix-like
solos, often on his knees and with his guitar
behind his face. The place couldn’t help but
go wild while this young, dorky-looking kid
whipped out incredible riffs. Coupled with
such a performance was frontman Jay Purdy,
who sported spiky, anime-like hair while
shouting and singing lyrics about Christopher
Columbus and even neighborhood watch
clubs. (“Are they really watching me? Or did
they buy a shiny blue sign to scare me off?”)
In reality, these guys don’t sound nearly as
hot on their MySpace page, and that sucks for
anyone hoping for a recreation of the experience online. But they put on one of the best
live shows I’ve seen in the D.C. area, and that’s
what makes them so noteworthy. Moral of
the story? Get out and see more shows, even
if the band is an unknown. You just might be
pleasantly surprised.
–Rachel Wallace

“Fang Island”
Fang Island

There are foretelling
albumopeners, and then
there are the fireworks that begin
Fang Island’s self-titled debut album.
Before so much as a note has been played,
the popping, sonic visual confirms all the
common terms that litter what’s being written about the band. (Comparisons: the Go!
Team meets Andrew W.K. The band's own
self-described sound: “everyone high-fiving
everyone.”)
And by the time you make it to the album's
third track - an adventure of a pseudo-single
called “Daisy” - you’ve probably got a firm
grip on what these SXSW darlings have to offer: uplifting prog-rock with electro organs,
sparse vocals and an unrelenting energy that
wants to smack you through the speakers and
tell you to wake up and live.
Still, each proceeding track is anything but
redundant. “Fang Island” is more like a rollercoaster: You may have a feel for how the
layered choruses build to drop you into the
rushing winds of wandering, scrambled guitars, but it’s still one hell of a 31-minute ride.
Even when the album goes through its prolonged, yet still energetic lull, which happens
in the first two minutes of “Davey Crockett,”
it’s only to set up a ripping guitar solo over
crashing cymbals that ends with a soothing group chant of the famed frontiersman’s
name. As the hard-hitting percussion builds
to include a series of drum rolls ending in a
stomp and a clap, it’s hard not to join in. This
is an album worthy of applause.
–Dan Greene

A weekly entertainment guide for the cash-strapped college student.

If you have

If you have

If you have

Go see Generic’s
production of “Mr.
Marmalade,” a surprisingly dark tale
about a young girl’s
imaginary friend. Tickets are $5.

Check out three GW bands at
The Red and The Black on Friday: East Coast Caravan, TNTrio
and Trungpafunk, a new project with musicians from Hello
Society, Bottles/Cans and Lucky Dub. Tickets are $8.

After a more-than-a-decade hiatus, indie greats
The Wedding Present
will perform tracks off
their second masterful
LP “Bizarro” Friday at the Black Cat. Tickets are $15.

$5

$10

$20
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Watergate Hotel renovations stalled
Conflict over
parking garage
slows progress

francis rivera | hatchet photographer

The Watergate Hotel has been closed for the past two years but is expected to reopen within the next
two years. Stalling the project is a conflict over the parking garage below the hotel.
it is hard to estimate the exact transition cost, he said.
Stalling the renovations,
however, have been arguments over the ownership
of the garage complex below the Watergate, Magazine said. Watergate East is
a neighboring cooperative
group that owns the garage
and was leasing it to Monument Realty - the previous
owner of the hotel. Watergate East claims that because of the foreclosure, the
lease should be canceled,
the Washington Post has reported. The lease was set in
the 1960s to be $12 a year for
99 years and Watergate East

is now suing PB Capital over
ownership of the garage, the
article said.
Once this disagreement
is settled, Magazine said he
hopes to continue where the
firm left off, selling the hotel
so that renovations can begin.
Magazine said that the
hotel could offer great benefits to the GW community.
“This change should be
great for students,” he said.
“It will be the source of jobs,
amenities like food and beverage, and a great place for
parents to stay.”
Junior Kerri O’Loane
said that the changes might

make the Watergate complex a better Foggy Bottom
destination.
“It’s kind of dead there
now because there’s not
much going on,” she said.
Jaclyn Guinane, also a
junior, said that while her
parents usually stay at the
Melrose Hotel when they
come to visit, they might be
inclined to stay at the Watergate Hotel when it opens.
“There’s just so much
history in a hotel like this,
and any student, and most
parents, would want to be a
little part of the history that
was made there,” Guinane
said. u

Unpaid internship benefits questioned
Some say
internships are
worth the costs
by Gabi marush
Hatchet Reporter
The days of working for
free may be coming to an
end for college-aged students
across the country.
According to an April
2 article in the New York
Times, states like California
and New York are cracking
down on the practice of using interns as free labor, and
universities are telling businesses that employ unpaid
interns that students' work is
not free.
At GW, many students
do internships outside of
their coursework or during
the summer. Some do internships for credit, putting the
minimum costs of an internship at more than $1,300, the
cost of a credit at GW.
But Executive Vice President of Academic Affairs
Donald Lehman said he believes that some internships
are not of value to students.
In 2005, a task force commis-

CRIME LOG
Assault
4/01/2010 – Columbia
Plaza – 10:15 p.m. –
Case closed
A student reported to
Metropolitan Police that
his roommate hit and
pushed him during an argument.
Closed by arrest

by Evan Koslof
Hatchet Reporter
An investment firm marketing the currently closed
Watergate Hotel has plans
to renovate the property and
reopen it as a premier D.C.
hotel, but the project is currently stalled due to conflicts
over its much sought-after
parking garage, an executive from the firm said.
The hotel has been closed
for the past two years and is
in foreclosure. At the earliest, the hotel will open in
20 months, said Marc Magazine, senior vice president of
CB Richard Ellis, an investment firm marketing the
hotel to potential buyers on
behalf of the current owners,
PB Capital.
“The fact that a complete
renovation of the existing
building will take place will
make this the most modern,
up-to-date hotel in D.C.,”
Magazine said.
Despite the current real
estate market, Magazine
said he expects to sell the hotel for a high price because
of its ideal location and
strong history. Originally
purchased for $86.5 million,
Magazine said the developers plan to make sweeping
changes so that the building
will become an even more
profitable property. At this
point in the process, though,
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sioned by Lehman found that
students agreed that internships were often disconnected from studies. Now, Lehman is using those findings
to encourage deans to help
students find “meaningful”
internships.
“We had several students
on the committee and one of
the biggest complaints is one
that many of the internships
undertaken by students at
GW are not related to their
academic programs,” Lehman said. “Moreover, they
complained that many of the
internships are not meaningful, that they end up doing a
lot of the work that no one
else wants to do.”
Some students said they
thought their internships
were worth the money for
reasons other than simply being meaningful and academically oriented.
Senior Mark Abramson
said his internship was worth
the money, as the job got him
out of the lecture hall.
“Yeah, I’m paying for it,
but instead of this internship
I would have taken a class instead, and it’s just a swap for
a class time,” he said.
Other college students
say they believe finding the
right internship is so impor-

tant that they are willing to
pay more than $13,000 for it.
The Semester in Washington
Program in the School of Media and Public Affairs is an
internship program for nonGW students who want to
live and work in D.C.
Amos Gelb, the pro-

"You're paying for my
experience and
connections, advising
and ability."
Amos Gelb
Director of Semester in
Washington Program
gram’s director, said he
works to bring students from
around the country into contact with their ideal organization in D.C.
“You’re paying for my
experience and connections,
advising and ability to find
not just a great internship,
but the right internship for
you,” says Gelb. “Everybody
that does my course should
be able to say that it’s worth

at least twice as much as they
paid for this experience.”
Tom Manion, a representative from The Fund for
American Studies, an internship program that works
with Georgetown, agreed
that for a graduate to be competitive, he or she must have
completed internships in college.
Of those struggling to
make their way through college while attempting to take
an unpaid internship, he
said, “Most see it as an investment.”
“In the same way that students make sacrifices to fund
their college career, it’s really
worth it to take out loans, approaching friends and family
to help finance them,” he said.
“While it’s painful and difficult to do, it’s definitely doable. You just need to plan and
not decide in April or May that
you’re going to do this.”
It is unknown if legislation to counter the growth of
unpaid internships will make
it to the District. The Times
report said it is hard to move
against firms who may be in
violation of this type of law,
as students often do not want
to cause problems. Also, the
guidelines for interns is often
unclear for employers. u

4/02/2010 – Public
property on campus
– 11:46 p.m. – Case
closed
University
Police
responded to a report of
two subjects fighting. Officers made contact with
the subjects, one female
student and one male
GW alumnus. The male
subject stated they had
gotten into an argument
and he pushed her while
she grabbed his arm.
Closed by arrest
4/02/2010 – 19th Street
and Pennsylvania Avenue
– 1:28 a.m. – Case closed
UPD responded to a report of a student who was
punched. Students were
walking down the street
when a subject yelled at
them and threw a bottle
of vodka at them from his
car. He then got out of his
car, punched a student in
the face and got back into
his car and fled the area.
Referred to Metropolitan
Police
Disorderly
Conduct
4/01/2010 – 2100 block
of I Street – 7:22 p.m. –
Case closed
UPD responded to a report
of students playing football
in the street. Officers made
contact and they were told
to move along.
Referred to Student
Judicial Services
4/02/2010 – GW
Hospital – 12:33 a.m. –
Case closed
UPD responded to a report of an intoxicated
student being belligerent toward and uncooperative with staff at GW
Hospital. The subject had
been drinking and fell and
hit his head.
Referred to SJS
4/04/2010 – 21st and
H streets – 3:12 a.m. –
Case closed

Officers observed two
students helping an intoxicated student walk
down the street. While
being assessed, the subject tried to flee the area
and fell. He resisted the
officers while they tried to
help him up. He was then
assessed and transported to GW Hospital.
Referred to SJS
Drug Law Violation
4/01/2010 – Potomac
Hall – 12:42 a.m. – Case
closed
UPD responded to a report
of a suspicious odor. GW
Housing Programs staff
conducted an administrative search and found 0.3
grams of marijuana, one
Adderall pill, paraphernalia, and alcohol.
Referred to SJS
Indecent Exposure
4/01/2010 – Gelman
Library – 11:40 a.m. –
Case closed
A staff member reported to UPD that she had
closed the men’s restroom in order to clean it.
Another male staff member walked in to use it,
and after being told the
restroom was closed, he
used the urinal.
Referred to Human
Resources
Liquor Law
Violation
4/03/2010 – 700 block
of 21st Street – 12:40
a.m. – Case closed
UPD observed an intoxicated male student urinating against a building. He
was assessed and transported to GW Hospital.
Referred to SJS
Theft
4/01/2010 – MPA
Building – 8 p.m. – Case
open
A student reported that
she had left her purse unattended in a room and
then received a call from
her bank about fraudulent
charges to her account.
When she returned, her
purse was still there, but
she noticed three credit
cards and cash missing
from her wallet.
Open case
– Compiled by T.C.
Flowers
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Service proposals
awarded funding
Applications are
still being accepted
from students
by Ashley Carufel
Hatchet Reporter
The Public Service Grant
Commission received more
than 25 applications for $20,000
in grant money that will be given to students with their own
service-learning projects, an administrator said this week.
The Division of Student and
Academic Support Services announced the grant program in
October, saying it was designed
to support the Michelle Obama
Service Challenge for service
projects that would not have
been financially possible otherwise. The application opened in
late January, and a commission
of four students selected by the
Student Association has been
reviewing the projects for funding, said Jacqueline Hackett, the
Presidential Administrative Fellow for the Center of Civic Engagement and Public Service.
Hackett supervises the student commission, comprised
of three seniors and one junior,
that is charged with reviewing
projects.
More than 10 applicants
have already received funding
for their proposals. A variety of
groups have applied so far, including Greek-letter organizations, academic classes, groups
of friends, and more traditional
service-based groups.
Hackett said the applicants
requested between $130 and
$10,000, but no single proposal
has received more than $1,550
for their project.
“The members of the Public
Service Grant Commission work
with applicants to improve their
service projects if they are not
comfortable funding the original
application – no one has been
turned down, but some groups
are working to revise their proposals,” Hackett said.
She characterized the individual projects as “diverse.”
They included raising awareness about Haiti, an adolescent
obesity prevention effort, inter-

national public health, events
with senior citizens, mentoring
local youth, and many others.
Jake Miner, a sophomore
majoring in Middle East studies,
submitted an application that is
currently under review. Miner
applied on behalf of Grassroots
Project, a D.C. nonprofit organization that runs an HIV/AIDS
awareness program headed by
and comprised of student athletes in the District. His project
would support the organization’s effort to bring 10 kids to
the World Cup in June to participate in a cross-cultural program
with the organization’s sister
program in South Africa.
“I’ve been looking everywhere for money... It’s a studentdriven project, it has to do with
D.C., and has an international
connection. This year pushing
public service at GW, this project helps the community and
would connect these kids to the
world,” Miner said. He requested $10,000, saying he knew it
was “not realistic, but I would
put it out there.” The cost per
child to go on the trip is $3,000,
so the request would only cover
at least three students.
After asking “everyone and
their mother,” as Miner said, he
hoped the grant commission
would be able to supplement a
donation of 50 tickets from another organization to cover travel for students from the South
African and D.C. programs to
the World Cup.
Hackett said the commission has received applications
for long-term service projects,
but those have yet to receive
funding. The commission has
been “able to encourage and assist with new projects and help
improve campus traditions. The
grants have been very successful in cultivating new ideas and
allowing students who are not
already involved with service to
try something they’re passionate about,” Hackett said.
The projects that have already received funding will be
completed by the May 1 deadline for the now finished Obama
service challenge, and will be
counted in the final hour tally.
Students can still apply for
the remaining funds, and the
applications are reviewed on a
rolling basis. u

Service
from p. A1
“I feel like the senior
class is really fortunate in
the sense that they had the
whole University’s support
to get Mrs. Obama as the
Commencement speaker,”
Cook said, adding that she
is a D.C. resident and will
likely try and make it to the
National Mall to see Obama
speak in May. “You work
hard for four years, you deserve a good speaker.”
Ashley Lawson, devel-

Climate
from p. A1
which will be available
through the ACUPCC Web
site and the Office of Sustainability, Waskow said.
After May 15, the CAP
teams will start the implementation stage of the plan,
the beginnings of which
will be decided in the next
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opment and volunteer manager at Miriam’s Kitchen, a
soup kitchen located on the
corner of 24th and G streets,
said her organization has
seen an uptick in the number of GW students hoping
to volunteer. Lawson added
that because of the Obama
service challenge, Miriam’s
Kitchen started an ongoing
relationship with GW, and
once a week students head
over to the kitchen to cook
meals.
“It was nice to see the
partnership get started because of the motivation
from the service challenge,”

Lawson said.
Junior Travis Holler said
he is pleasantly surprised
that GW was able to meet
the challenge with a month
to spare.
“Michelle Obama is a
huge speaker who will raise
the profile of the University
on a national level,” Holler
said.
Freshman Amanda Andreski said she contributed
to the hours by working at
a retirement home and participating in the Freshman
Day of Service.
“I signed up to work
Commencement so I could

hear her speak,” Andreski
said.
Knapp added that the
challenge was a way for the
GW community to showcase their dedication to service.
“We attract a lot of students who come to this University because they want to
make a difference,” Knapp
said. “Through Alterative
Spring Breaks we reached
out beyond Washington. We
have a particular kind of
student body here that really does engage people.”
– Sarah Scire contributed to
this report.

month.
Throughout the development process, the Office of
Sustainability, as well as other organizations throughout
campus, have emphasized
individual students’ impact
on the process.
“We are looking forward
to everyone’s support and
participation in reducing
GW’s carbon footprint by
turning off lights and unplugging electronics when

not in use,” Waskow said.
“Every action counts.”
Spencer Olson, president
of Green GW, said he has
been on an advisory committee that sought his input
as a student in crafting the
CAP.
Olson, a senior, said he
is looking forward to the release of the CAP, adding that
he hopes the plan includes
long-term goals to implement solar energy technol-

ogy on campus. He also said
he hopes for a concrete plan
that will make dining more
sustainable at GW.
“This is something the
University, students and
Green GW have been working on for years,” Olson said
in reference to finding ways
to make GW a more sustainable university. “Now there
are going to be plans laid
out and out in the open, and
that's really exciting.” u
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Death
from p. A1
I called 911, but the hospital was right there. They just
loaded her up on a stretcher.”
Carew said Tuesday at
around 4 p.m. that Huynh
was being treated for “nonfatal injuries.” On Wednesday
evening, Carew said he had
been given incorrect information.
Family members – who
said they believe Huynh was
on her way to the Foggy Bottom Metro from her job at
Embassy Suites when she was
hit – gathered at Washington
Circle Tuesday night to remember her with candles, balloons and prayer. Staying past
1:30 a.m., family members

KALB
from p. A1
copyright laws.
“We’re going to stop people like Google or Microsoft
or whoever from taking our
stories for nothing,” Murdoch
said.
Murdoch said the future
of journalism is charging for
online content, and he hailed
the Wall Street Journal for
charging online readers for
the site’s content.
Murdoch said media revenue would soon come from
content consumption rather

PLEA
from p. A1
baggies, according to police
reports and court documents.
Court filings state officers
also confiscated a grey safe,
a ledger, multiple pipes, cell
phones, and IDs.
Reisman was the first defendant to change his plea,
pleading guilty to attempted
possession of marijuana on
February 25. He was originally
charged with unlawful possession with intent to distribute
marijuana and unlawful possession of drug paraphernalia.
In March, Dubin and Cobert pled guilty to attempted
possession of marijuana. Both
were originally charged with
unlawful possession of marijuana and unlawful possession of drug paraphernalia.
Perales pled guilty to attempted possession of cocaine,

mourned the young woman
who brought “joy, love and
happiness” into their hearts.
“I can’t live anymore. I’ve
lost my soul,” the deceased’s
youngest sister, Trinh Huynh,
said. “She wasn’t only my sister, she was my best friend.
She understood me better than
anyone else in the world.”
Trinh Huynh, 20, said the
deceased wanted to be a nurse.
GW Hospital Communications Manager Heather Oldham and University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard
said Wednesday that Huynh
was neither an employee nor
a student at the University or
at GW Hospital.
Huynh’s
brother-inlaw, Keith Graham, 37, said
Huynh was a “sweet spirit”
who touched all who knew
her.

“She had a personality
that attracted everyone,” Graham said. “I worked with her
at a hotel years ago and we
still have guests come in and
ask about her.”
In a 2009 report, the D.C.
Department of Transportation
wrote that from 2003 to 2005,
the District had a “higher rate
of pedestrian traffic fatalities (adjusted by population)
than many cities nationwide
including Chicago, New York
and Los Angeles.” An average of 600 pedestrian collisions occur in D.C. each year,
according to data from the
transportation department. In
2007, 24 pedestrian deaths occurred – a 10-year-high – according to a Washington Post
article.
–Matt Rist and Sarah Scire
contributed to this report.

than advertising, and predicted that all newspapers
would follow the Wall Street
Journal’s paid online content
model in the future.
At one point, Murdoch
pulled out an iPad and
showed the audience what
the Wall Street Journal looked
like on its screen.
“It may be the saving of
newspapers,” Murdoch said
of the iPad, the new tablet
computer from Apple.
Frank Sesno, director of
the School of Media and Public Affairs, called Murdoch
a “powerhouse” after the
event.
“What I think is most in-

teresting is his vision of the
future and that he just went
right to the iPad and right
to the digital platforms and
to the mobile platforms as
seeing those as the future of
journalism and newspapers,”
Sesno said.
Sophomore Katie Whitnah
said she thought Murdoch’s
trouble naming Democratic
commentators on his network
was the most interesting part
of the evening.
“I thought it was interesting when he was asked a
question about whether there
were any Democrats working
and he couldn’t name any,”
she said. u

the only charge he faced.
Donoghue – who was originally charged with unlawful
possession of marijuana with
intent to distribute, unlawful
possession of cocaine and unlawful possession of drug paraphernalia - pled guilty March
26 to possession of marijuana.
As part of separate plea
deals, Reisman, Dubin, Perales and Cobert are each required to serve 40 hours of
community service and meet
other requirements of their
one-year probations. Donoghue’s plea deal puts him on
a one-year probation that does
not include community service hours.
Tejpal Chawla, deputy
chief of the U.S. Attorney’s Office Misdemeanor Unit, said
Tuesday that there is not much
difference between pleading
guilty to “attempted possession” versus “possession” of
marijuana.
“Under the law it’s the

same maximum penalty…
[Attempted possession] just
sounds better than actual possession,” Chawla said.
He said the maximum
penalty for either form of possession is 180 days in jail and a
$1,000 fine.
“Often we allow people
to plead to attempted possession… Some people like the
sound of it better,” Chawla
said.
The defendants all signed
a court order imposing “probation without adjudication of
guilt.” Chawla said D.C. law
allows a judge to sentence a
person found guilty of his or
her first offense by probation
without adjudication of guilt.
If the person completes all
his or her probation, “the court
will seal the arrest records and
seal the conviction records,”
Chawla said.
None of the students nor
their attorneys responded to
requests for comment. u
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(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

Natalie Hatchette, Classified Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per
word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access the
internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or in person at our
office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and
Discover, as well as cash and check through our office.

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTER:
@GWHATCHET

gwhatchet.com. Resumes
are due by April 9th.

Jobs

Earn $1000-$3200 a
month to drive our brand
new cars with ads placed
on them. www.YouDriveAds.com

GW Hatchet Seeks
Volunteer Board Member:
The board oversees the
management of Hatchet
Publications, Inc., the
independent non-profit
organization that publishes
The GW Hatchet. This is a
non-paid position that runs
from April 2010 to May
2011. Candidates must be
attending GW next year;
wholly unaffiliated with
The GW Hatchet; and
available to attend the
board’s June meeting. The
board meets four times a
year with occasional meetings by conference call as
necessary. This position
is ideal for anyone who
wants to gain experience
overseeing a business or
nonprofit organization.
Interested candidates
should send resumes to
Lauren French, editor in
chief-elect, at lfrench@

FREE ONLINE ADS FOR
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND
STAFF AT
GWMARKETPLACE.COM

Cashiers needed. Reastaurant at Dupont Circle
area. Part time, full time,
spring, summer.Call Greg
at 202-609-8326
Sitters Wanted.
$12+ per hour. Register
free for jobs near campus
or home.
www.student-sitters.com

housing
1 BR at Bonwit Plaza 1
blk GWU/Metro. Avail fm
8/16/2010. Rent $1750 pm
Suitable for (2) persons.
Call Mary 201-222-9161
or e-mail pirouzusa@aol.
com

The New York Times Syndication Sales
Sales Corporation
Corporation
500 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
N.Y. 10018
10018
1-800-972-3550
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
For Release
Release Thursday,
Tuesday, April 06,
For
08, 2010
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room? to the
answers
41 10
Likeasterisked
XX vis-à-vis
clues)
X, sizewise
43 Actor Williams of
43 “American
“Happy Days”
Beauty” setting
44 Gala night duds
44 Canadian station
45 Govt.
sign ID
46
Handy
man?
45 *Via Veneto?
48 *Jimʼs gift in
47 Villainous
“The Gift of the
member of the
Magi”
Serpent handle,
Society,
50 Looped
Marvel
in archaeology
Comics
51 Look
over
55
free
50 *Provide
39-Down for
vote
57
Brasi,
53 ___
FedEx
rival
enforcer in “The
54 Godfather”
Half of a 1980s
sitcom duoareas
61 Cathedral
56 Absorbed
Footballʼs Adam
62
the
Vinatieri, e.g.
loss

64 Sewers
*Sleepaway,
60
have e.g.
66 them
Sunday best,
e.g. funnier than
61 *Be
67 comedian
Sea eaglesBill?
68 Pick
*Tiffany treasure
62
69 “Casablanca”
63 2003
hip-hop hit
heroine
Fabolous
70 by
“I beg
to differ!”
64
units
71 Pharmacy
Parts of una
década
72 *“…Down
out like a
___”
1 Subtitle of many
biographies
Down
2
majority of
1 The
Lummoxes
Jutlanders
2 “This ___ life!”
3
charge
3 Maryʼs
Ingredient
in

some potato
4 Retail
giant
chips
founded
by a 174 year-old
“Easy!”
5 Swell
Priestʼs robe
5
6
Goingsung
places?
6 Song
by an
7 orphan
Trolley warning
8 ___ occasion
7 Expose,
(never)
poetically
9 Dellaʼs gift in
8 Sounds
“The Giftofof the
surprise
Magi”
9 Stout
10
Title heroine of a
Strauss
opera
10 ___
smasher
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11 Very
Mint green?
11
dry
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Q E
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P O
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12 “The Lost World”
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E E
L D
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S E E D
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H A E
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R A
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31 monogram
Betraying no
I RI N T G
I M
emotion
A E
N T
C H E A
D S
U B
P A LB L N
P O
E CI S
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maybe
D L
O O
N T S A JI M
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R A
T R
A 32 Gremlins and
AI R
A K
T
Hornets
of old
24
Amaze
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E S
N C
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A O
T
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S
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O N E U P
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Puzzle
J. Kahn
Puzzle by
by David
Elizabeth
C. Gorski

27
one as
34 Affected
Partnerless,
at a party
29 Masked
men
35 with
“Thisblades
canʼt be!”
36
Provider
30 Big blow?of a
dead giveaway?
31 Alpha, beta or
38 ___ Na Na
gamma
41 Sweet, gooey
32 Eponymous
sandwiches
scale developer
42 Dud
33
family
47 Diamond
“Fly the friendly
name
skies” co.

51
56Nebraska
Other: Sp.
senator
58succeeded
The Bruinsby
of
the N.C.A.A.
Hagel
52
59Datebook
James of entry:
“Thief”
Abbr.
60 Bullets
55 “Fiesque”
63composer
General on a
menu
57 IChinese
love, to Livy
58
Scotlandʼs
65 Second Firth
49
of
___
55 Gadflies,
“Itʼs Newse.g.
to Me”
afterthought
in a
50 Hairy
Himalayan
character
columnist
Herb 59 Greek
letter: Abbr.
36
49 Devotional
São Pauloʼs
bench
land, to natives
39 Voting 50-Across
52 Throat dangler
40 1972 treaty subj.
53 Judgeʼs
Great shakes?
41
cry
42
54 Red-faced
Sign abbr.
meaning
46 Pilotʼs
abbr.
“founded
in”
48 “___
when?”

For
For answers,
answers, call
call 1-900-285-5656,
1-900-285-5656, $1.49
$1.49 aa minute;
minute; or,
or, with
withaacredit
credit
card,
card, 1-800-814-5554.
1-800-814-5554.
Annual
subscriptions
are
available
for
the
best
of
Sunday
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords
crosswords from
from the
the last
last 50
50 years:
years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T
AT&T users:
users: Text
Text NYTX
NYTX to
to 386
386 to
to download
download puzzles,
puzzles, or
or visit
visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword
for
more
information.
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online
subscriptions:
Todayʼs
puzzle
and
more
than
2,000
Online subscriptions: Todayʼs puzzle and more than 2,000past
past
puzzles,
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95
($39.95 aa year).
year).
Share
tips:
nytimes.com/wordplay.
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords
Crosswords for
for young
young solvers:
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

Sponsor the
Sudoku puzzle!
Ads start at just $37.50.
Call a sales rep today at
(202) 994-7682.
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In brief
Three win weekly awards

A trio of GW athletes earned
weekly awards from the Atlantic
10 this week, with women's tennis
player Mimi Hamling being named
the conference's Co-Player and
Co-Rookie of the Week and women's water polo's Allison Peotter
and Charlotte Schou being named
Player of the Week and Defensive
Player of the week, respectively.
Hamling, who shared both
honors with Julia Comas of Massachusetts, beat Temple's Anastasia
Rukavyshnykova 7-6 (7-5), 2-6, 4-3
(40-15) during a long and heated
home No. 2 singles match Saturday afternoon. She and sophomore Zoe Krohn also won their
No. 1 doubles match 8-3, though
GW dropped the meet by a 4-3
overall score.
Peotter, a sophomore who
leads the Colonials in assists and
steals, scored three second-half
goals to help the women's water
polo team force overtime against
Maryland in an eventual 5-4 defeat
last Wednesday. She also recorded
three steals and won four swimoffs. Schou, a junior goalkeeper
who won the same award March
30, registered nine saves and two
steals in the loss to the Terrapins.

Softball's skid continues

GW's softball team continued
its skid Wednesday, losing twice at
Maryland by identical 8-0 scores in
six and five innings, respectively.
The Colonials managed five
baserunners in the first game of
the doubleheader, with junior Katie Terrazas and freshman Sandi
Moynihan each collecting a hit
and senior Amanda Holst, sophomore Lauren Wilson and freshman
Julie Orlandi each walking once.
Terrazas got GW's lone hit in the
second game, while Orlandi, sophomore Jordyn O'Donnell and freshman Tara Fogarty each walked. GW
has now been shut out in each of
its last seven games. The Colonials
will host Mount St. Mary's in a
doubleheader Thursday at Mount
Vernon Field, with games beginning at 3 and 5 p.m. GW will also
play two games at St. Bonaventure
Saturday.

H
Colonials struggle on the mound in loss
Dan Greene
Sports Editor
dgreene@gwhatchet.com

Louis Nelson
Contributing Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

by Louis Nelson	
Contributing Editor
Middle-of-the-week games
against nonconference opponents are typically little to worry about, especially for a team
coming off a 6-0 start to conference play that has outscored
conference foes 64-27 so far this
season.
But after his team’s 20-6
drubbing at the hands of George
Mason Wednesday, GW baseball
coach Steve Mrowka seemed
more than a little concerned.
“The mid-week games, no
matter how close they are, you
know, you get beat, you find
negativity in there and you lose
your momentum,” Mrowka
said. “That’s always a problem,
especially if you go out and you
just play like crap.”
Of particular concern to
Mrowka was the work of his
pitchers, none of whom pitched
more than two innings and all of
whom gave up at least one run.
Beginning with freshman starter
Jeff Griffith and continuing with
five more first-year players, GW
pitchers walked nine George
Mason batters and hit seven
more, allowing the Patriots to
score in all but two innings, despite collecting just three more
hits than the Colonials.
“We didn’t get any pitching
from our starter, and then those
relievers, they walked everybody,” Mrowka said. “We didn’t
really get out-hit by much…
When we gave up the runs, most
of them were due to walks and
hit batters.”
Offensively, the biggest contributor was senior shortstop
and leadoff hitter Tom Zebroski,
who went 3-for-4 against the Patriots with an RBI and two runs
scored. GW’s strongest offensive threat didn’t come until a
four-run, six-hit outburst in the
eighth inning, when the Colonials were already down 19-2.
The loss was the second in
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Assistant coach Tim Brown meets with pitcher Raj Dharmapal, right, on the mound during the Colonials 20-6
loss to George Mason Wednesday. Colonial pitchers gave up nine walks and hit seven Patriot batters in the loss.

"We didn't get any
pitching from our starter,
and then those relievers,
they walked everybody."
Steve Mrowka
GW baseball head coach
as many days for GW, which fell
on the road Tuesday to Navy.
The two-game skid comes just
before the Colonials first Atlantic 10 road trip of the season, a
three-game series set to begin

Friday in Ohio against Dayton. With a half-game lead over
Charlotte for first place in the
A-10, short memories will be a
necessity this weekend against
the Flyers.
“We’re lucky enough to have
tomorrow off to get our minds
right, get back to where we need
to be going into the weekend,”
said senior first baseman Curtis
Eward. “As much as these midweek games do matter, at the
end of the season it's really how
you perform in conference that
decides everything.”
Eward said that even after
the Colonials’ losses, he had
little doubt that his teammates
would be able to put this week
behind them.
“We’re baseball players.

Baseball is a game of failure,”
Eward said. “You get a hit three
times out of 10, you’re successful when you fail 70 percent of
the time, so it’s just naturally ingrained in everybody.”
With the top of his rotation
set to go this weekend in Dayton, Mrowka agreed that when
Friday’s first pitch rolls around,
Wednesday’s loss should be a
speck in the rear-view mirror.
“By the time you get going, and it’s two days - and in
baseball you play a game almost
every day – baseball players are
used to having to have control
of their memory,” Mrowka said.
“You go out that first inning in
that first game and have a good
inning, and then everything’s in
the past.” u

Upcoming Games
Men's Tennis

vs. Howard and James Madison
Mount Vernon tennis courts
Friday, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.

vs. Longwood

Mount Vernon tennis courts
Sunday, 10 a.m.

Women's Lacrosse
vs. Saint Joseph's

Mount Vernon field
Friday, 4 p.m.

Women's tennis
vs. Towson

Mount Vernon tennis courts
Sunday, 2 p.m.

Number crunch

7

The number of
George Mason batters hit by GW
pitchers in the Colonials' 20-6 loss to the
Patriots Wednesday.
Colonial pitchers also walked nine Patriots in the game.

Last Word
"That's always a problem, especially
if you go out and you just play like
crap."
GW baseball head coach Steve Mrowka
on his team losing momentum after
dropping two-straight games this week

Francis Rivera | Hatchet Photographer

The GW men's rowing team practices on the Potomac River Tuesday morning in preparation for this weekend's GW Invitational Regatta, in which the school's
men's and women's rowing teams will compete. The men's varsity eight team is ranked 14th in the country. The event begins Friday and continues Saturday.

Crew teams prepare to host regatta
by Neil Sharma
Hatchet Staff Writer
In an annual rite of spring,
men’s and women’s rowers
from a dozen different schools
around the country will descend on D.C. to take part in the
23rd George Washington Invitational Regatta this weekend.
The event, which will take
place on the Potomac River, is
the first of two home races for
GW’s women’s team, and the
only home race for the school’s
men’s team this spring. The
women’s team recently placed
11th at the Murphy Cup in Philadelphia, Pa., and the men’s
team won the McCausland Cup
– also in Philadelphia – back in
March.
“The team has been extremely focused all week,” said
senior Dominic Abruzzese, captain of the men’s team. “Every
athlete knows this is an important weekend and a good gauge
of our speed at this point in the
spring, so we’ve been putting
in extra practices to prepare for

the stiff competition that this
weekend is sure to bring.”
At the regatta last year,
GW – both men’s and women’s
scores combined – finished
sixth out of the 12 schools that
attended. The U.S. Naval Academy, with 230 points, easily took
first place. The next schools
that placed were Columbia and
Cornell, who had 122 and 117
points, respectively.
Yet women’s head coach Eric
Carcich says last year means almost nothing.
“I have not even looked at
the results from last year to be
honest,” the first-year coach
said. “We are a very different
team both on and off the water this year and we are simply
trying to see just how fast we
can go every practice and every race. We have come very
far since the fall when I arrived
here at GW, but we still have
much speed to be gained.”
The five schools that placed
ahead of GW at the regatta last
year – Navy, Cornell, Columbia,
Georgetown, and St. Joseph’s –

will all be back this year, so redemption is possible.
“Last year we lost a couple
of excruciatingly close races,”
Abruzzese said. “I suspect the
racing this year will be just as
tight but we’ve been going out
for extra rows to ensure that

"It is nice having this race
in our backyard since it
adds a little excitement
to the day."
Dominic Abruzzese
Men's crew team captain
we don’t let that happen again
and hopefully finish first in the
overall points.”
The men’s team is currently
ranked 14th in the men’s varsity
eight rankings, the highest firstweek position in school his-

tory. Cornell is the only school
ranked above GW that will be
at this weekend’s regatta.
Though GW’s teams will
enjoy the luxury of a home race
and rowing on the familiar Potomac River, they will be approaching it as if it were any
other race.
“The coxswains know the
course well and the team doesn’t
have to deal with the exhaustion
that comes with long drives or a
change in time zones, so to that
extent it is nice to be on the Potomac,” Abruzzese said. “But
it’s just like any other race. And
if you aren’t disciplined, having so many friends and family
members around could even be
distracting.”
“It is nice having this race
in our backyard since it adds
a little excitement to the day,”
Carcich said. “But in general it
is all the same whether you are
a home or visiting team.”
The first race is scheduled
for 1:30 Friday and the event
will continue Saturday, beginning at 8 a.m. u

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to...
Sarah Scire, Connor Jennings, and Dan Greene
With love, The Hatchet

